**Who we are**

**UBM** is specialized in Business Process Services. UBM manages the Service through an innovative integration between operation and highly innovative technological solutions to improve quality, efficiency and reduce the costs of operational processes. Investments for technological solutions are included in the cost of service.

UBM takes advantage of the expertise and software solutions of Zucchetti Group, the first Italian ICT company, co-owner of UBM.

**Contacts**

Tel. +39 3482641692
pdecarolis@ubmgroup.it

**Service description**

The service is related to operating processes in the main areas:

- Finance and Administration
- Customer Services
- Production and Logistics
- Credit and Treasury
- Sales and Marketing
- Procurement and Safety

UBM manages complex processes for leading international Groups operating in automotive, consumer goods, financial services, food, manufacturing, passenger transport, pharma, retail, software and hi-tech, telecommunication.

www.ubmservices.it